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ABSTRACT
Fortifying our preparedness to cope with biological 
threats by identifying and targeting virulence factors 
may be a preventative strategy for curtailing infectious 
disease outbreak. Virulence factors evoke successful 
pathogenic invasion, and the science and technology 
of genomics offers a way of identifying them, their 
agents and evolutionary ancestor. Genomics offers the 
possibility of deciphering if the release of a pathogen 
was intentional or natural by observing sequence and 
annotated data of the causative agent, and evidence of 
genetic engineering such as cloned vectors at restriction 
sites. However, to leverage and maximise the application 
of genomics to strengthen global interception system 
for real- time biothreat diagnostics, a complete genomic 
library of pathogenic and non- pathogenic agents will 
create a robust reference assembly that can be used to 
screen, characterise, track and trace new and existing 
strains. Encouraging ethical research sequencing 
pathogens found in animals and the environment, as 
well as creating a global space for collaboration will lead 
to effective global regulation and biosurveillance.

BACKGROUND
In recent years, research has been directed towards 
strengthening our biodefense mechanisms to cope 
with disease outbreak and threats from harmful 
biological agents. However, proactive and preven-
tative measures such as securing human, agriculture 
and food systems from biological contamination, 
stemming the misuse and trafficking of dangerous 
biomaterials, are potential solutions that can 
increase our preparedness and forestall harmful 
pathogenic invasion. Virulence is the ability of 
pathogens to enter, persist and replicate in a host 
and virulence factors allow for successful invasion of 
a host without much resistance because they elude 
and subvert host defenses,1 and enable the effec-
tiveness of pathogenic infections. Virulence factors 
can be genetically identified experimentally and 
altered from pathogenic to non- pathogenic forms2; 
they include adherence materials that stick to host 
cells which may be located on the surface protein 
of pathogens, invasion factors such as capsules 
that shields pathogens from host phagocytosis, 
endotoxins such as lipopolysaccharide, exotoxins 
such as neurotoxins, cytotoxins, and enterotoxins 
etcetera, and siderophores (iron- binding factors 
that compete with the host for iron).3

Global genome- based biosurveillance system of 
zoonotic pathogens4 5 could be a cornerstone for 
biodefense. The US Institute of Medicine suggested 
that a major future outbreak of infectious disease 

may be from a pathogen in a populated area that was 
relatively unknown; and metagenomics (complete 
genomic analysis of all organisms present in an 
acquired environmental sample) have been touted 
as a potential means to discover virulence factors 
and identify unrecognised pathogens4 to distin-
guish between intentional or accidental release, 
and advance our knowledge of the pathogen-
esis of infections and the role played by virulence 
factors.1 4 Genomics can be applied to diagnose, 
manage and predict diseases based on sequencing 
and gene rearrangement,6 as well as to compare and 
uncover interactions between animal species and 
classify the diversity of infectious agents.5 When 
this technique is applied in public health response 
to an outbreak, insight from the sequenced genome 
could be relied on to predict possible infection loca-
tions and strengthen traceback capability.

Furthermore, when horizontal gene transfer 
(HGT) between microorganisms is detected using 
genomics, pathogenic and non- pathogenic changes 
in their virulence phenotype and their interactions 
within symbiomes may be identified, including 
dispersal of genes encoding for virulence factors. 
HGT plays a role in sustaining pathogenic evolu-
tion and this knowledge is beneficial in deciphering 
the origin of a new pathogenic strain and in biosur-
veillance. Ongoing international genomics projects 
geared at strengthening biosurveillance and biode-
fense capabilities include major consortiums such 
as the Global Virome Project (GVP), Earth BioG-
enome Project (EBP) and the international barcode 
of life (iBOL).

The main objective of this paper is to explore 
how genomics can be applied to proactively 
prevent an outbreak by studying chromosomally 
encoded virulence factors. It aims to explain how 
virulence factors can and have been identified, how 
changes in pathogenicity can be determined using 
genomic techniques, and how genomic techniques 
and global collaboration can be used to prevent 
disease outbreak. What is more, it briefly explains 
how genomic knowledge and technology could be 
manipulated for disruptive purposes. The paper 
concludes with a recommendation on approaches 
that could strengthen ongoing biodefense efforts.

DETECTING VIRULENCE FACTORS USING 
GENOMIC TECHNIQUES
One of the main goals of agencies such as the US 
National Strategy for Countering Bio- threats is 
to build a global capacity for disease detection 
surveillance to ensure safety and public health.4 
However, the ability to differentiate pathogens and 
use this information as countermeasures to defend 
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biological threats is still limited. Nonetheless, because high 
throughput genome sequencing can identify DNA assortment 
and rearrangement, as well as HGT, quasi- species distribution 
and virulence evolution, it has emerged as a technique for iden-
tifying and differentiating pathogens.

Pathogens have virulence factors that exist in avirulent and 
attenuated strains due to mutations that attenuate their viru-
lence, however, this may only occur in one of several factors.2 
Virulence factors existing in virulent strain of pathogens are 
more of a concern because they are pathogenic. Even so, they 
can be predicted using similar approaches in reverse vaccinol-
ogy—a vaccine target prediction method conceptualised by the 
advent of whole genome sequencing (WGS). Reverse vaccinology 
is the application of bioinformatics method to rationally design 
vaccines using genomic data without the need for isolating, inac-
tivating and growing the specific microorganism as proposed by 
Louis Pasteur in the twentieth century.7 This method has been 
applied to identify new functional meningococcal antigens,8 
and to predict genes that encode for virulence in the genome of 
existing pathogens. For example, virulence factors on the surface 
of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a bacterium spread to humans 
through improper hygiene have been analysed by excluding 
proteins that are not present on its surface.9 Pan- genome analysis 
is another method that can be used to identify genes that encode 
for virulence in pathogens and differentiate their strains from 
avirulent type because they can be applied to analyse the genome 
of all strains of species, while also capturing subsets of strains 
shared by close members.2 Therefore, reverse vaccinology and 
pan- genome analysis are two techniques that employs genomic 
science and data to identify genes of a pathogen encoding for 
virulence.

An application that has been deployed in identifying viru-
lence factors is the Vaxign programme. The Vaxign programme 
is a web- based vaccine design platform used to query protein 
sequences to find possible targets10; it has been used in genome 
prediction of virulence factors in pathogens such as Coryne-
bacterium diphtheriae and Staphylococcus aureus.11 Using the 
Vaxign programme, gene encoding virulent factors of pathogens 
can be predicted after genome sequence annotation by querying 
the data in the seed strain of the pathogen. Moreover, their 
conservation, homology, and location on the pathogen can also 
be identified.2 The secreted factors found on the surface of viru-
lent microorganisms are possible virulence adherence materials 
that may share similar strain with other pathogens, allowing for 
the detection of diverse strain in multiple species. Therefore, the 
Vaxign programme is a web- based application that can allow for 
the prediction and gene annotation of virulent factors.

WGS- based bioinformatics methods have been used by Mason 
et al12 to predict virulence genes and antimicrobial susceptibility 
from 1379 isolates of S. aureus that were previously character-
ised using PCR, disc diffusion, broth and agar dilution methods. 
The bioinformatics methods employed namely, de Bruijn, read- 
based and Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST), predicted 
the absence or presence of 83 virulence genes and antimicro-
bial resistance determinants. The prediction for antimicrobial 
susceptibility matched 98.3% cases of the laboratory pheno-
type.12 Similarly, microarrays—a high throughput transcriptomic 
profiling tool, have been used to distinguish between Escherichia 
coli and other pathogenic strains containing virulence factors.13 
According to Chizhikov et al13 the efficiency of the discrimina-
tion among foodborne pathogens when microarray was used in 
combination with PCR technique was able to detect 15 viru-
lence factors in strains of Shigella, Salmonella and E. Coli which 
unlike gel electrophoretic analysis of multiplexed PCR products, 

produced results that were indistinct. While microarray tech-
nology was quite popular and useful for automated detection of 
pathogens in the last two decade, the science and technology of 
genomics have since advanced and there are now more powerful 
next- generation tools with lower sequencing cost.

DETECTING HGT TO IDENTIFY PATHOGENIC AND NON-
PATHOGENIC CHANGES IN THE VIRULENCE PHENOTYPE
HGT is the transmission of fragments of genetic information 
from diverse evolutionary history between organisms through 
horizontal inheritance.14 It can be detected via computational 
analysis and it provide clues to identifying pathogenic and non- 
pathogenic changes in virulent phenotype. HGT involves the 
transfer of genetic material either between related (eg, eukaryote 
to eukaryote) or different organisms or species (eg, prokaryote to 
eukaryote)15; it is a process that can bring new genes and geno-
types of different lineages into a genome leading to the emergence 
of new pathogenic clones. While HGT is rare in eukaryotes, it is 
however a mechanism of phenotypic innovation14 that leads to 
variations in environmental adaptation, antibiotic resistance and 
the spread of virulence factor encoding genes.15 16 Before now, 
genes were thought to be nontransferable, but it has been discov-
ered that with appropriate signal and host environment they can 
be transmissible in vivo,16 which points to possible mechanism 
avirulent strains acquire pathogenicity. A study by Memisević 
et al17 to identify genes that could differentiate between non- 
pathogenic and pathogenic strains, and to search for proteins 
with virulence factors in glanders using comparative genomics 
found that three proteins that were previously not considered 
virulent had in- vivo virulence phenotype. Also, de novo micro-
bial genome assembly has been used to characterise exchange of 
virulence factors between different species and strain, such as 
the exchange of cytolytic toxin between S. aureus sequence type 
22 and E. coli serotype O104:H4.17 Consequently, these exam-
ples show genomics as an important tool in detecting changes in 
pathogenicity, HGT, and identifying virulence phenotype.

The major driver for pathogenic emergence is anthropogenic 
alteration that occurs when human host and animals move into 
unnatural areas, increasing the probability of contact with patho-
gens shared by both humans and other mammals.5 18 The patho-
gens are transmitted to the host by a vector (eg, an arthropod) 
usually through host contact with the vector. RNA viruses and 
bacteria are the popular vectors because they make up approx-
imately 70% of about 300 diseases that have afflicted humans 
over the last 50 years and are easily transmissible via air, food, 
and close contact.5 Bacterial pathogens harbour chromosomal 
pathogenicity islands or mobile and integrative genetic elements 
such as virulence plasmids that encode many virulence determi-
nants.19 While the common origin of these gene products suggest 
horizontal gene acquisition for adaptation to new niches, they 
are not self- transmissible under lab conditions as their transfers 
are aided by local host environment.16 Moreover, their transfor-
mation, conjugation or transduction between strains may only 
be observed in vivo.16 Understanding the conditions that neces-
sitate HGT and virulence phenotype will foster opportunities 
for therapeutics, surveillance of pathogenic changes, as well as 
interventions that silences virulence expression, and solutions 
that potentially foster non- pathogenic changes.16

Determining the degree of virulence of a pathogen can be 
useful in estimating the lethality of its disease- causing agent and 
in comparing different bacteria and their relative virulence3 in 
a bid to finding protective intervention strategies. For example, 
the growth of some bacteria is linked with competition for iron 
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in human host environment, which is not readily available, so 
they must strip iron from the host by synthesising siderophores 
to compete for transferrin- bound iron.3 Consequently, interven-
tions that deny available iron to these bacteria may be a biode-
fense approach that halts their multiplicity.

HOW GENOMICS CAN BE APPLIED TO PROACTIVELY 
PREVENT AN OUTBREAK?
A proactive strategy for preventing infectious disease outbreak 
is understanding the processes and causes of pathogen transfers 
by implementing genomic surveillance interception system.5 
An interception system would consist of a catalogue of diag-
nostic information on pathogens, their environment, their 
diverse communities and interactions, and the degree of human 
susceptibility to their attacks. This system will be strengthened 
by genome sequencing, which can generate and characterise 
complete libraries of primary pathogenic agents that are harmful 
to humans, thus providing necessary diagnostic data that enables 
rapid screening for current and emerging pathogens, and in 
identifying their primary host. A complete genomic library of 
sequenced pathogens of many microorganisms will provide 
a comprehensive database that can be queried when there are 
indications of a disease outbreak.5 This will invariably reduce 
the downtime needed to identify and curtail future similar and 
unexpected outbreak. For example, real- time genomic analysis 
of Ebola virus which was made available just around the peak 
outbreak suggested that it arose from singular insertion into 
humans, and that there were survivor and sexual transmissions 
which accelerated the spread.20

Current genomic approach geared towards characterising and 
preventing disease outbreak includes ongoing research by the 
iBOL investigating DNA barcoding as standard for specie identi-
fication and eukaryote diversity using deep sequencing for PCR 
products to analyse genetic variation (amplicon sequencing). 
BIOSCAN a new iBOL research programme is aiming to discover 
and reveal species interaction using sequence data and multiple 
gene scans to identify and assemble specimens for analysis.21 
The EBP is another ongoing project that involves a consortium 
of 32 institutions using advanced technology to sequence, char-
acterise and catalogue all known eukaryote genome including 
the basis of their pathogenic susceptibility.22 These large- scale 
genomic projects are vital because it is suggested that only 0.2% 
of the genome of eukaryote species have been sequenced,5 and 
also believed that by sequencing and analysing genomes across 
eukaryotic tree, the origins and evolution of host- pathogen 
associations will be clarified. Additionally, uniting all large- scale 
genomic projects and consortiums into an international genomic 
collaborative effort will help coordinate a global interception 
system which currently do not exist. This will necessitate systems 
of protection such as the restriction of wildlife farming and traf-
ficking, and monitoring of new and re- emerging pathogens and 
their persistence in the environment, to prevent new pathogenic 
strain that could be harmful to humans.5 23

Since pathogens can be transmitted to humans via food, WGS 
can be leveraged in food industrial processing and delivery 
outlets to obtain detailed data of possible pathogens that 
may be detected from routine supplies; so that by comparing 
and screening genome data of new and emerging pathogens 
with publicly available data using bioinformatics applications 
such as GenomeTrakr, known pathogenic strains are likely to 
be unpacked before they spread and overwhelm public health 
measures.23 An example of previous successful implementation 
was the recurring salmonella outbreak linked with tomatoes in 

2009 that lead to subsequent sequencing and archiving of the 
pathogens detected from environmental samples by the US Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) in the GenomeTrakr database. 
When there was another salmonella outbreak in some restau-
rants in Washington in 2010, WGS of the pathogen showed 
close similarity with those previously archived in Genome-
Trakr database. This information was used in investigations 
that matched shipping records to the city’s restaurant chains 
leading to successful public health curtailing of the foodborne 
pathogen.23 Additionally, retrospective studies conducted in 
Germany and United Kingdom using WGS to identify virulent 
tuberculosis transmission was able to reassemble the infection 
timeline, identify superspreaders and determine transmission 
direction.24 25 These examples to mention a few, show genomics 
as an invaluable resource in curtailing biothreats because it can 
help in identifying the path of disease transmission, the expres-
sion, interaction, characteristics, and homology of a particular 
strain,26 and provide useful clues to investigation seeking to 
discover if a pathogen was deliberately engineered.

Sequencing non- pathogenic microorganisms especially viruses 
and bacteria and archiving them in a publicly searchable data-
base is another way of proactively strengthening public health 
response to infectious disease outbreak. This information can 
be handy in potentially determining lineage in the event of the 
emergence of an unknown pathogenic strain, since it has been 
reported that non- pathogenic strains may evolve and acquire 
pathogenicity.14 16 Pathogens collected from the environment 
and from food are being sequenced and stored in GenomeTrakr 
by the FDA to aid traceback capabilities in the event of a disease 
outbreak. Besides, this genome- driven biosurveillance effort also 
provides data that can be harnessed to predict genes of patho-
genic stains that may be resistant to antibiotics, as research by the 
FDA National Antimicrobial Resistance Monitoring System have 
shown a relationship between the presence of known resistance 
gene and antibiotic resistance.23

Genomics technology can be used in tandem with other 
biosurveillance initiatives either as a primary or secondary tool. 
The Rapid Syndromic Validation Project by the Sandia National 
Laboratory which transitioned into the Syndrome Reporting 
Information System (SYRIS) is a database that facilitates rapid 
communication and early warning of disease outbreaks between 
healthcare providers, and epidemiologist in the United States. 
This population health surveillance tool allows physicians to 
enter demographic information of patients exhibiting signs and 
symptoms of interest to enable the US Department of Health 
determine how infectious an emerging disease is, and if it arose 
from a deliberate or natural attack.27 Similarly, informational 
and environmental surveillance are two other popular surveil-
lance systems that have been deployed in the United States to 
detect accidental or deliberate emergence of biological agents.28 
The Bioagent Autonomous Networked Detector project (BAND) 
is an example of an environmental surveillance system deployed 
in high- risk areas to sample the air every 3 hours for pathogens 
classified by the United States Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) as Category A bioterrorism agent.17 28 The 
CDC classifies pathogens as category A if they can be easily 
transmitted, or if they result in high mortality and causes public 
panic that requires special public health action, while those cate-
gorised as B results in moderate mortality and are moderately 
infectious. Pathogens in category C are emerging but could have 
high mortality rate and be easily bioengineered for mass trans-
mission.29 Table 1 shows pathogens and their category according 
to the CDC, as well as their transmission vectors and virulence 
factors.29–35 The SYRIS, BAND and CDC system for pathogen 
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classification are initiatives that may be integrated with genomics 
databases to facilitate integrated diagnosis.

As seen in table 1, the most common causative pathogenic 
agent is bacteria, and the popular transmission vector is via 
contact with an infected animal. Apart from the pathogens 
listed in the CDC categories, it is vital that poorly annotated 
genomes of relatively unknown pathogens that are yet to be 
included in the bioterrorism agent lists are constantly moni-
tored and assessed for potential risks4 in association with future 
outbreaks. This is a reason why the study to sequence coronavi-
ruses found in bats in China and the ongoing study by Brazilian 
researchers to collect and study viruses present in wild animals 
at the Fiocruz Institute should be encouraged.36 37 The study by 
Latinne et al36 to sequence coronaviruses in bats in China found 
new 781 coronaviruses after genetic sequence analysis. Some 
notable investigations where WGS has been applied to char-
acterise a disease outbreak include the study by Gardy et al38 
that employed social network analysis and WGS of 32 Mycobac-
terium tuberculosis isolates to decipher differences in isolated 
bacteria. The study reported that a rise in tuberculosis outbreak 
in British Columbia, Canada, was caused by two simultaneous 
and independent events. Similarly, Harris et al,39 Köser et al,40 
and Nübel et al41 are other researchers that have described how 
WGS application was able to distinguish closely related strains 
of a bacteria (methicillin- resistant staphylococcus aureus) within 
neonatal intensive care units.

In addition, the Los Alamos National Laboratory in the US 
developed a tool that uses DNA fragments to fingerprint strains 
added to the anthrax database for rapid identification of drug 
resistant strains and for comparison in the event of an attack from 
new and emerging strains.27 The large curation and validation of 
bioterrorism agents by the US Department of Energy Chem- Bio 
Non- proliferation Programme and the Lawrence Livermore Lab 
in 2002 for detecting pathogens applied WGS. The result of the 
biocuration was used in providing biosecurity at the 2002 winter 
Olympics.42 At that time, the study encountered and reported 
problems relating to gene prediction, annotation and alignment. 
Although bioinformatics methods and databases have since 
advanced43 leading to improvements in multiple sequence align-
ment, determination of gene regulatory networks and prediction 
of subcellular localisation, many genes are still poorly anno-
tated which represents a challenge for pathogen detection when 
implementing comparative genomics. However, these examples 
show how genomics can and have been proactively applied in 
the identification of virulent bio- threats.

DISRUPTIVE APPLICATION OF GENOMIC TECHNIQUES
Genome engineering and sequencing can be deliberately misused 
and manipulated to cause higher mortality and infection either 
by governments as part of their strategy on biological warfare or 
by criminals seeking to create massive destruction motivated by 
abstract belief and ideology (bioterrorism), or to seek revenge 

Table 1 Pathogens and their classification

Pathogens Category Causative agent Vector Some popular virulence factor

Plague (Yersinia pestis) A Bacterium Rodent flea Endotoxin—lipopolysaccharide (LPS), lipid A with poor Toll- like 
receptor 4 (TLR4)

Smallpox (Variola major) A Virus Infected human Endotoxin—SPICE, CKBP- II

Botulism (clostridium botulinum) A Bacteria toxin, bacteria spore Exotoxin—neurotoxin

Anthrax (Bacillus anthracis) A Bacteria Infected animal Exotoxin—capsule, lethal toxin, and edema toxin

Tularaemia (Francisella tularensis) A Bacteria Skin contact, tick, contaminated 
water or aerosols, lab exposure, 
deer fly bites

Unknown, but proteins such as MglA, IglC, AcpA and MinD have 
been implicated.

Viral haemorrhagic fever
Filovirus (Ebola) and
Arenavirus (Lassa virus)

A Virus Infected animal—Ebola, 
multimammate rat—Lassa virus

Ebola: adherence factor (glycoprotein), VP35
Lassa: Glocoprotein, nucleoprotein

Brucellosis (Brucella species) B Bacteria Infected animal Endotoxin—LPS, T4SS secretion and BvrR/BvrS.

Glanders (Burkholderia mallei) B Bacteria affected animals(eg, horses) Quorum sensing, adhesion, capsular polysaccharide, actin- based 
motility, LPS

melioidosis (Burkholderia 
pseudomallei)

B Bacteria Contaminated water Endotoxin—LPS

Psittacosis (Chlamydia psittaci) B Bacteria Contact with infected birds Unknown

Q Fever (Coxiella burnetti) B Bacteria Contact with animal faeces, 
milk, products

Endotoxin—LPS

Ricin toxin (Ricinus communis) B Poison, warfare agent Castor beans Toxin

Epsilon toxin (clostridium 
perfringens)

B Bacteria Raw meat and poultry Alpha toxin, kappa toxin

Salmonella B Bacteria Food Invasion factors—type III secretion systems, T3SS1 and T3SS2

Typhus fever (Rickettsia 
prowazekii)

B Bacteria fleas, lice, chiggers T4SS secretion, Phospholipase A2

Staphylococcal enterotoxin B B Bacteria Food poisoning TSST- 1

Vibrio cholera B Bacteria Contaminated food or water Cholera toxin

Eastern equine encephalitis—
Alphaviruses

B Virus Infected mosquito Glocoprotein

Nipah virus C Virus Infected animals (bats, pigs) and 
infected humans.

V and C proteins

Hantavirus C Virus Rodents urine, faeces, saliva Surface glycoproteins G1 and G2, G1 protein
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and extort money from people in what is termed ‘biocrime’.44 In 
these biological attacks, virulence factors of pathogenic organ-
isms may be sequenced, engineered and isolated for the ulte-
rior motive of causing harm and spreading infectious diseases. 
Nevertheless, the successful implementation of biological attacks 
are rare and this is partly because of prohibitions by the Biolog-
ical and Toxic weapons convention (BTCW), and the Geneva 
Protocol.45 Surprisingly, there have been a significant increase 
in biological attack since the discovery of virulence abilities of 
microorganisms and DNA sequencing in the 19th and 20th 
century. For instance, 74 cases involving the use of biological 
toxins were listed by the National Consortium for the study of 
Terrorism between 1990 and 2011.46 This is a staggering figure 
compared with the combined total of 27 attacks between 1900 
and 1989,44 showing an uptick in biological attacks and the need 
for more intentional global regulation and biosurveillance.

Despite the potential duality in the application of genome 
engineering and sequencing techniques, an interesting angle 
in its application would be the ability to decipher if an attack 
was deliberate or accidental.47 With the current state of the art 
of genomic sequencing, it is possible to demonstrate or detect 
whether an organism involved in such event has been geneti-
cally modified (GM) from its genetic sequence.47–50 The creation 
of a GM organism (GMO) for example involves several steps, 
including, the selection of the gene/s to be edited, isolated, pack-
aged (suitable vector such as viruses), and inserted into the host 
genome.49 Other genetic elements, such as promoter and termi-
nator, are added to select the marker gene. Possible identification 
of these elements may also confirm the genetic engineering tech-
nique used to modify a genome with and without the sequence 
information.50 A deliberate attack may be spotted by cloned 
vectors at restriction sites and other evidence of genetic engi-
neering.17 WGS can unearth intentional bio- attacks by analysing 
the homology and phylogenetic tree of a strain to show if there 
are related strains that suggest the likelihood of natural evolution 
from a particular ancestor, and if there are evidence to suggest 
vertical gene transfer or HGT. This technique uses the whole 
DNA library database, and the generated reads are analysed with 
bioinformatics tools for the purpose of GM correlation with 
already available data. Indeed, clustered regularly interspaced 
short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)- based genome- editing 
technologies have revolutionised molecular biology by vastly 
simplifying the process of creating modified organisms which 
interestingly, can be detected and sequenced from the DNA left 
behind in soil, or water, in the form of faeces, urine or saliva.49 
Thus, non- invasive environmental DNAs can be used to trace 
GM sequences and for biosurveillance and biodefence efforts to 
prevent an outbreak.

Nonetheless, a concerted and harmonised global effort is 
necessary for effective vigilance. Surprisingly, not all nations are 
signatories to the BTCW and the Geneva protocol; and while it 
is expected that countries that are signatories will keep to the 
terms of agreement, there are no guarantees that the dynamics 
of international politics will not jeopardise it. Moreover, a 
BTCW inspection unit would improve monitoring and regu-
late research, funding, and stockpiling of engineered biological 
agents that have no acceptable medical, scientific and peaceful 
application.44 In addition, international collaborations would 
ensure that toxins and agents capable of being used for bioat-
tacks are not easily accessible anywhere on the globe to groups 
known to act without regards for laid down principles. This 
includes groups like the Aum Shinrikyo sect and Al- Qaida that 
have been documented to be reportedly seeking to acquire 
biological agents.44 51 What is more, the falling cost of genome 

sequencing in recent years could mean that any skilled indi-
vidual may carry out sequencing experiments without being 
attached to a responsible lab. In addition, countries yet to sign 
the BTCW and Geneva Protocol, as well as countries funding 
research in biological warfare could be potential targets for ille-
gitimate activities which calls for more international vigilance 
and consensus support for a global watchdog. One suggestion is 
the creation of an international body charged with coordinating 
peaceful use of new and advanced genomic technology for global 
biosurveillance, compliance and knowledge sharing.

LIMITATIONS OF GENOMICS APPLICATIONS
Although WGS is no longer a time- consuming process, there 
are other bottlenecks that could limit maximising its usage. 
The absence of a standard scientific and legal protocol for the 
acquisition of sample, the critical evaluation of sequenced data 
quality, as well as accurate data analysis to gain insight from 
genomic data are some of the limitations.17 Due to the differing 
quality assessment in next- generation sequencing technologies, 
the potential for recording different annotation and result is 
real, therefore, harmonisation of results from different centres 
is important. A good example is the Human Microbiome Project 
that harmonises results of artificial DNA sample from different 
sequencing machines.52 More so, while it is suggested that de 
novo assembly is preferred to reference genome assembly for 
WGS because new sequence might be divergent from the chosen 
reference, there is no unique de novo assembler that performs 
better in all assembly metrics.52 It is vital that the results from 
genome sequencing experiments are interpreted in relation with 
the limitations of the selected sequencing and bioinformatics 
method.

CONCLUSION
The application of the science and technology of genomics can 
be used to measure virulence, differentiate changes in pathoge-
nicity, detect HGT and virulence evolution. It can also be used 
to identify new, emerging and genetically engineered pathogenic 
strains by observing genomic sequence data and evidence of 
genetic engineering such as cloned vectors at restriction sites. 
To leverage and maximise the application of genomics for real- 
time biothreat diagnostics, a complete genomic library of patho-
genic and non- pathogenic agents will create a robust reference 
assembly that can be used to screen, characterise, track and 
trace new and existing strains. Despite the lack of consensus on 
quality control bioinformatics metrics for accurate and harmon-
ised analysis of sequence data, and the lack of standard legal and 
scientific sample acquisition, the EBP, GVP, iBOL and BIOSCAN 
are various large- scale research projects leveraging advanced 
genomic techniques for improved diagnostics. In all, creating a 
global space where these and other similar projects can be coor-
dinated to work together to lead an international interception 
system will ensure more timely, proactive, and effective global 
biosurveillance and regulation.
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